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Introdu Ction
We hav€ recently Sent to biolog5 and a number of Other sub...
Scribers in the u.IC, a Copy of Our revised biology oquipme list.
We have trted to reduce our costs by restricting circulation to
Principal teachers of biology, regjo education Offices and
manufacturers however, unyon abroad who wishes to have a
copy of tbe list Should send us ISp (or the equivaj1 in their
own currency) with, please, a clearly printed ades5 in BLOCK

2nd the li’5t will be sent to them, The Same charge,
which includes Po.3tage will apply to anyo who is not on our
circulation list, or require8 addit.jOMl Copies.

‘It’ list L.a to cover the needs of a bioiogy laboratory
up to ‘fl’ gra, All prices were current in Januar’y 1976 Which
is why the list carries that date. We have usually tried to quote
at least two suppliers to give Some idea of the price differences
which are POSsible, When the is done, ifiUltiplying the
pupil scale aPparats by 10, (i.e. &Ssuinlng a class of 20 working
in Pairs), always taking the lower of thc two costs for an item,
Sfl’j the sutaflea. number of items where numbers are given, we find
that approximate minimum figur’ for equip, up to ‘H’ grade is
£2,750 However, like Vie trade figuz’e5 there are some “invis_
iblesli Which require exp1ation

The total includes many items which are also requir for
Intgr,,0 Scielice, for OXWflpLe 10 ‘0’ grade microscopes An
appr(,ximftfre figure for these i,s, elements in the list, computed as
described above, is £900, Therefore in schools where integr

science is taugj the edditjonq1 Cost of eQuipping a laboratory for
‘0’ and ‘H’ grade bioiogy i,e, for Years 3 5 would be in the
region of £1,850, This total. would be lower if the three science

can co_operate fully ira sharing arrango55 The
cost as’ basic equipm has also to be taken into account We have
excluded from the bjojo, list items of equipme Which are common
to any laborato. WiJ2tnver its function, such as burners, retort
stands, test.tubes etc, A revised basic equjp list, which

May, 1975,
includes such Oxpia;ive items as top..pan balances was issued in

* * * * * * *

In our last bulletin we offered a number of chemicais d these
have now been allocated Over ioo requests were received and only
15 were Wholly unsuccess1 in ithe ballot These People have been
flOtIf1ed but we have not infoed those who have bean allocated
chemj.cals; it is assumed that they will get in touch With us to
learn how much of their order has been fulfillCd and to arrange for
its collection We are at the moment very short of boxes and we
would appeal to anyone Who 5th] has material here awaiting coll
ection to bring some kind of container for it,

It was noticeable that despite the recommendation in the
bulletin, nearly a third of those applying did not endorse their
envelope on the outside with the word ‘Chemicals, We Point this
out because this bulletin a] SO Offers surpj5 equipme in its
Physjc3 Notes section, TIns will also be disposed of by ballot
and we warn those who wish to apply for any itema that if the
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numbers of these items are not written on the outside of the envel
ope they my be overlooked and not included in the ballot.

* * * * * * *

Our cost index of items of consumable apparatus (= 100 in may, 197!+)
now stands ( 5//76 ) at 1’.1. This is an increase of 3.8% over
the past heJf veer

Opinion
A recent radio news ma :i.ne programme raised the question of
whether children in schci laboratories are more at risk now th;±n they
were a few years ago. Two reasons were put forward; firstly chat
with mixeu ability learning becoming more common, less able children,
including the illiterate, were placed in contact with hazardous
subctances in conditions of less strict supervision. Doubtless there
is some truth in this assertion, as it appears to be part of the ethos
of mixed ability learning that the strong, who are not necessarily the
best informed, should help the weak. Secondly, that with the trend
to comprehensive education — by which I think the author meant integ—
rated science teaching — teachers were less well qualified in the
subjects they were asked to teach and therefore less knowledgeable on
cafcy procedures.

In the programme I heard, a teacher from an English school had
written refuting these allegations, claiming that the D.E.S. and the
A..E. kept him up to date on safety techniques, and that the short
age of science teachers was the reason for employing poorly qualified
or non-specialist teachers. However valid these assertions may be
in the English situation, one should be wary of applying them to Scot
land. I wish I could feel as secure as he does that my knowledge of
safety procedures was up to date, and being kept up to date by the
organisations referred to. For Scotland at least, his argument about
non-srecialist teachers might seem to have been stood on its head.
A chat with one or two College of Education lecturers will soon show
that there is evidence for the belief that if there is a shortage of
science teachers, or of the right calibre of science teacher, one of
the reasons is that these people know they will be expected to tench
integrated science for which their university training has not fitted
them,

One aspect of this non—specialisation is particularly alarming
to a non—biologist. This is the extent to which microbiology is
seen as a fitting project for non—certificate pupils in Sill and SIV.
Human nature being what it is, it is often the less experienced
teacher who is given these pupils to teach, and even although he/she
may be a biologist, it is doubtful if they are sufficiently aware of
the need for stringent safety procedures, The Microbiology in
Schools Advisory Committee is concerned about the situation, and will
shortly publish a document which, amongst other things will attempt
to classify organisms into three groups:

A Those organisms which can be used in schools with little if any
risk, e.g. algae, non—pathogenic yeasts and protozoa.
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B Those organisms for which the risk in use is acceptable,
assuming elementary precautions.

C Those organisms unacceptable for school use, including all
pathogens.

Obviously there is a blurred area between groups B and C, which will
extend although it can never clear, as our knowledge of the effects of
these oranisms rows, For example, S. marcescens is a bacterium
with coloured strains which have proved useful as ‘markers’ in a number
of schoci microbioiop,y experiments. Some time ago it was reported
that S. marcesoenr, ad been implicated in human disease in the United
States and that has a high propensity for producing antibiotic
resistn-t strains. This caused the withdrawal of S. marcescens from
some suppliers’ catalomes, and the suggestion from some quarters that
Chromohact.erium_violacoum would be a suitable substitute, This was
quickly followed by reports that C, violaceum is also suspected of
pathogeniciy. The present position can be summarised by these
extracts from our recent correspondence.

“... in the HMSO pamphlet “The Use of Micro—organisms in School
Courses” (to be pnhlished later this year), Serratia marcescens,
Chroinobacterium violaceum, and Pseudomonas aeruginosa appear in a list
as unsuitable for use with pupils of compulsory school age. The
fTSAC advice is, therefore, that they are not used at all, Chromo—
bacterium lividum has bean suggested as a suitable replacement for
S. marcescens, but whether this is to be included in the F1SO pamphlet
we d not know.” It is perhaps worth noting in passing that Pseudo
monasaesa was included in the CSYS Biology syllabus (Unit /4),

when this was finalised as recently as last year.

This kind of situation is not new in schools. It is some years
since a code of practice for the use of radio—active substances was
set up. This classifies sources according to type and level of
activity, and requires that teachers wishing to work at certain levels
qualify through attending courses in which safety procedures are
prominent. The S.E,D, has issued one circular on the use of carcino
genic substances in schools and this will doubtless be followed by
others as our knowledge of carcinogenic effects grows. Is it not
time that we considered adopting a similar procedure in the case of
microbiology? I would like to see the situation in which every
teasher wishing to work with MISAC groups B or C was required to
attend a qualifying course, in the same way as for radio—active sub
stances. Otherwise, the conjunction of inexperienced teacher, ill—
disciplined class, and possible pathogenic organisms is a recipe
leading to a disaster of epidemic proportions. Some school courses
encourage teachers to culture unknown bacteria from soil or mammalian
excreta. We know of one case where a pathogenic strain of Salmonella
was cultured to highly infective levels, being discovered when the
culture was taken to a pathology laboratory for identification; this
occurred in a primary schools

If the radio—active source handlers require qualification
through an in—service safety course, surely so do teachers culturing
un:known bacteria. Even with known organisms the risk is greater,
due to the possibility of mutation, If a mutant gene occurs once in

every IO generations, then schools culturing colonies of
individuals must sooner or later throw up a mutant. The more mutants
we produce, the greater the chance of an escape due to inadequate

safety procedures. One wonders how many biologists, let alone other
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teachers, know that current authoritative advice is against the use

of the popular Escherichia coil in any experiment involving antibiotics,

because of the risk of selecting the resistant strains One might

question whether in some classes microbiology shou]d be taught at

all, even with experienced and qualified teachers. Lifting the lid

of a petri dish must seem a very harmless act to a pupil, or to those

who have resisted the smoking/lung cancer campaign, it may seem to

be an acceptable risk.

Biology Notes

Under new consumer legislation it is now illegal to soil the glass

envelope type of aquarium heater, although it is still permissible

to use those already in schools. This is because they are classed

as immersion heaters, which they are, and as such they have n meet

tte appropriate British Standard which requires double insulations

The glass envelope and air layer do not qualify as double insulation.

Manufacturers are working on new designs which will meet the require

ments but as far as we are aware these have yet to be finalis:d.

* * * * * * *

We have a note from Thurso Technical College intimating a source of

100 ml containers. These are “disposable baby bottles collected from

our local maternity hospital. These bottles we have found to be

ideal for Drosophila culture as the medium can be sterilised with

the teat top as a seal and the plug sterilised separately. It is then

possible to store large numbers of prepared bottles without having

to make large numbers of cotton wool plugs — only the bottles in use

being plugged. The bottles can also be used for water culture

experiments quite easily”.

“We have managed to arrange with our local maternity unit that

we collect the washed bottles from them at regular intervals and I

am sure this must be possible in other areas I must warn you, however,

that one can accumulate a vast number in a short space of time —

one baby uses about /+0 bottles per weeks”

Physics Notes
Those teachers who have obtained a sodium street lamp for use as a
spectrum source may already know of this very simple method of
determining the wavelength, brought to us from St. Aloysius College,

Glasgow. Apart from the lamp and diffraction grating, it requires
only a metre stick and measuring tape, and the experiment can be
done in daylight.
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lamp
metre

stjr
estick

Figs 1•

x

Figs 2

The lamp is mounted vertically with both legs of the U Containing

the sodium vapour In the line of sight. At right angles to this line
a metre stick is clamped, the end being level with the middle of the
U limb At a distance of several metres, the student views the lamp

through the diffraction grating held Close to the eyes First and
second Perhaps even third order spectra will be Visible Keeping

the images in view, the student moves towards or away from the lamp

Until the first order yellow image Coincides with the far end of
the metre Stick. A colleagie then measures the distance from the
grating to the lamp, Using the measuring tapes

Sample result :—

Referring to Figs 2

)C 1 m

L 5.54 m

A. = d sj c

3.39 x 0.178 = 0.603 urn

6o nm

Other techniques readily suggest themselves; if the laboratory

is such that distances of 5 — 6 m are not easily obtainable, the
Student may approach Closer and a paper rider be used on the metre

stick to mark the POsition of the first Order yellow image, or One
may move so as to locate the second or third order image at the far
end of the stick

* * * * * * *

In October last year, the BEC Nationwide progra0 featured a series

of accidents involving the Mamod model steam engine, manufactured

by Maims In the progra a surgeon reported that he had treated

L

tan e = = 0.181

10° 16’

Sin 9 = 0.178

Grating Constant 7500 lines/inch

Grating separation d = lL_1 = 3.39 m

7500
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five cases of burns resulting from the use of the engine one of

proved fatal As this model engine is part of the energy

Convorsj05 kit used in many schools, a teacher asked 11 we wo

±flVCstig the situation As far as we have been able to ascertain,

the facts are as

Al] the accjdpflts Occurred out of doors. In the fatal case,

the surgeon believed that the boiler had burst. This is disputed

by the manufacturers who say, “it is in tact a physj021 irnpossib

Ility to explode such as boiler which is riveted in addit icr to being

Soldered there we have exploded UVCtCd bojler under contro1ie

Conditions Lnstant Condensation occurred and it would b necessary

to be within inches of the boiler to SustaLn Scalds of any descrip

tion Generaliy SPeaking Withj quite a shoi range one feels cold

water on th skin such as explos0 woujd requj both the failure

of the safety valve and a blockage in the stean pine simultaneousl

and in our experjeice this lust does not happen accidena] jy H

The remaining accidents are all believed to have occurred when

more fuel was added and it might be Supposed that he Children had

mistakenly assumed that the flame was out when they added fuel.

Maims who have investjg the accidents claim Lhat each was

caused by the explosion of the fuel dispenser and not of the engine

They Suspect that a squeeze pack type of poiythe dispenser was

being Used, in Which there is a suck back effect when the dispenser

IS released and that this will cause an explosion if a flame is

present They state that it is impossible to cause an explo±0

Container
even where fuel is Poured on to a naked flame from a glass or metal

* * * * * * *

The fcllowind new items of surplus equip are °fcred for sales

Customers are asked to note that these items in the first instance

will be SUppljd only against a written reque which need not have

an offici5i order number or form, and that these reque5 will be

ballotted aoProximatiy ten days after the mSSue of this bulletin.

These arrange5 were described in detail in Bulletin 8. Items

remaining after the ballot will be Supplied Without reservation to

personal callers or agajn a phone call, etc There are many items

Still availabje from earlier lists; customers should Consult Bulletins

85, 83 and 77 for details Orders for these may be Placed along with

an order for the new equiprn detailed below

Item 629 Barogrp clockwork, in mahogany case, £3O

Item 63Q Suunto orienteering Compass, clear plastic, liquid

filled, £1

Item 631 Dictapj disc type by Olympia operates off mains

or recharge
battery With operati instructjo3 £2.

Item 632 Banda spirit duplicator hand operated,

Item 633 Stopwatch, xO.2 s £2.50. xO.1 S £3

Item 634 Incubator water jacketed and thermostaticaiiy

controlled; external dimensions 68 x 71 x 92 cm, £2Q

Item 635 ‘Minus Seventye thermostat bath by To50 and Mercer

This consists of two large vacuum jars, one of Which

IS filled with soljd carbon dioxide the other with

the specj under test. A circulatory System then
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keeps the specimen at a thermostatically controLled low
temperature; for 110 V operation, £5.

Item 636. Transformer to drive above (Item 518), £1.

Item 637. Stirred water bath 32 x 27 cm, depth x dc H position
rotating holder for samples etc. with fluorescent
lighting and separate pipe system for circulating
cooling water. For 110 V operation, £3.

Item 638. Stirred water bath by Grant, typo 5B2. With framework
and motor to provide agitation of specimens. Dimensions
21 x 45 x 18 cm, £5.

Item 639. Hot water urn, 6 gallon capacity, 2.2 ku ‘iith 3
position heating switch, £5.

Item 640. Jide rrgo overt by Baird. and Tatlock, 30 to 300°C.
Dimensions, internal 146 x 51 x 45 cm; external 88 x 61 x
26 cm, L1C.

Item 641. Deioniser, Mark 17JS by Permutit In working order,
but exchange resin requires renewal, £3.

Item 61+2. Extraction unit type MF437 by Electrothermal, This
has two 150 W heating mantles with simmerstat control, £3.

Item 645. Steriliser with 5 position heating switch; inside
dimensions 165 x 555 x 130 mm, £5.

Item 644. Dissolved oxygen meter. This has been constructed to
measure the oxygen content of marine boiler water, and
is too sensitive for ecological work. Complete with
test cell, instructions and circuit diagram, £6.

Item 645. Electromechanical. calculator, 20 digit capacity on
main register, 10 digit on two auxiliary registers,
10 entry keys for each digit, £3.

Item 6146. Avo valve tester, without operating instructions but
appears to be in working order, £5.

Item 6147. Decade potentiometer type 202B by Dawe Instruments,
input 10 k, output variable on 5 decade switches
0 — 10 kD, SOp.

Item 648. Valve voltmeter type V200A by Furzehiil, large scale
meter reading 1 — 5 x 0.1 and 5 10 x 0.2;
ranges 10 rnV to 1 kV f.s.d, and decibel range 0 — 20
x 0.5 db, £5.

Item 649. Decade oscillator type D—13L+-.A by Muirhead, Frequency
range 1 Hz — 111 kHz x 1 Hz steps on four decade
frequency dials. Output 0 — 150 V into 8 k, shown
on output voltmeters Milliamete.r for monitoring anode
and screen currents. Dimensions 64 x 514- x 54 cm;
mass 48 kg. With operating instructions and circuit
diagram, £5.

Item 650. Electrically maintained tuning fork, 50 Hz; requires
6 V a.c. input, £1.

Item 651. Thermocouple thermometer 0 — 500CC. Edge—wise large
scale (ca. 200 mm radius5 mirror—backed pointer;
thermocouple probe length 145 cm, £5.

Item 652. Photo—electric relay; heavy duty contacts; complete with
lamp, £1.
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Item 653. Moving coil meters, 240 or 2700 scale, 40 mm radius.
These are ex—marine meters with heavy metal clad casing
and all have an r.p.m. scale. Type (a) cetre zero
20—0—20 mA, 25_02r5 V d.c.; type (b) 0—20 mA, 0—15 V d.c.;
type (c) 70 mm radius scale with 230 V lamp to illum
inate the scale, 11.5 mA, 23 V d.c..; type (d) as type
(c) hut 15 mA, 30 V d•c, £1,

Item 654. rfetephone handsets, G.P.O. type, 30p.

Item 655. Headset comprising single earphone (O i) and microphone,
50p.

Item 656. Stereo earphones (50 ) and microphone set, 50p.

Item 657. Thro:t microphones, 180 i impedance, jOp.

Item 658. Harphoncs amplified; one earphone contains a battery,
the othe a 3—transistor amplifier, supplied without
battery, £1.

Item 659. Intercom set, consisting of two handsets arid battery
operated amplifier, £1.

Item 660. Hour meter, by Smiths For use on 200/250 V ac mains;
capacity 9999 x 0.1 h, non—resettabie, £1.50,

Item 661. Hour meter, similar to above but two scales 999 x 0.1 h
resettable, and 99999 x 0.1 h fixed, £2. Items 660
and 661 in series with mains powered equipment will
register the total time for which that eauipment has
been switched on. We have had a suggestion that they
could be used to monitor the life of overhead projector
lamps.

Item 662. Pressure gauge, 0 — 200 lb/in linear 270° scale, Pipe
thread in.Let connection, 50p.

Item 663. Moving coil meter, fs,d, 30 tA, 1500 0, This has been
scaled as a replacement in a multi-meter and has linear
scales 0 — 25 and 0 — 100 for V and A, 0 — 200 c
forward and 0 — 100 Mi reverse scales, 0.05 — 5 mW
and +7 to —13 db non—linear scales, £2,

Item 664. Moving coil meter, f,sd. I mA, edge—scale. As the
meter is in clear plastic, it could be used on the
overhead projector, £1.50.

Item 665. Moving coil micro—ammeter, edge scale. FS.D. values
from 50 to 100 pA. These meters have various non—linear
temperature scales. Scales are mirror backed and large
enough to act as demonstration meters, £3.

Item 666. Electronic testmeter, type FTM4 by Avo• A.C. volt ranges
250, 100, 25, 10, 2.5 and I V; d.c. as for a,c, but
in addition 1 kV and 250 mV. D.C. amperes 25, 100,
250 pA, 1, 2,5, 10, 25, 100, 250 mA and 1 A. Forward
resistance scales 0 — 100 k2 x 100, x 1 and -‘ 100.
Reverse resistance scale 0 — 1000 M, Capacity 0,0001 —

2.5 LiF x 1 and x 100. A.C, power ranges 0.5 and 5 W
into a choice of 5, 10, 25, 600 , 2 k or 5 kO. Probe
to extend direct volts ranges x 10, £10.

Item 667. Three channel thermocouple chart recorder. The cycle
time to record all three channels is 18 s, Chart speeds
of 3 in/mm and 1 in/h. Other speed may be possible by
interchanging gear wheels, Chart width 5 in; 100
division scale marked 0 — 10. Sensitivity on all channels
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ca 10 mV; a copper—eureka thermocouple gives half scale
deflection for a temperature difference of 100°C, £3.

Item 668. Six channel chart recorder; style etc as for the prev
ious ittn but each channel sensitivity is 10 mV fs.d.
50 division scale marked 0 — 10. The cycle time to record
all six channels is 30 s; single chart speed of 6 in/h, £3.

Item bd9. Scalamp galvanometer type 7904/S by Pye. Scaled 0 — 14
x 0.1 and 7—0—7 x 1.1; 2 s period; resistance 1400 .

Basic sensitivity 190 mm/iA: ranges direct, xl, x.05, x01
and x.0C1, 15.

Item 670. cain microammeter type 7906/S by Pye. Style as above
but single range f.s.d. 1 uA. Scaled 0 — 10 x 0.1 and
0

— 3 x 13.

Item 671. 5 standar’i c:’pacitors 0.001 uF (2) and 0.00025 iF
accurate to ± 1 part in 1000. In wooden case, £1.

Item 372 Camera lens, 1ray Lustrar 7 in, f 5.2; damaged iris
diaphragm, £2.

Item 673 Camera lens, Cooke Aviar Anastigmat 7 in, f 4.5; damaged
iris diaphragm, £2.

Item 674. Camera lens, Leitz Wetzlar Summar f = 5 cm 1:2, £2.

Item 675. Measuring magnifier, magnification Ca. x4. Scaled —5 — 0 —

+15 mm x 0.1 mm and 0 — 180° x 2° angular, £1.

Item 676. Load cell calibration equipment. This is highly spec—
ialiscd and has a hydraulic pump for applying tension
or compression to a material rod specimen ca. 1 in
diameter. rlhere are no gauges attached to the equipment, £5.

Trade News
Griffin and Geog me no offering a new single phase outfit, L07—386,
containing a x40 çN.A. 0.65) retractable phase objective, phase
condenser assembly with an iris diaphragm, swing out annulus and
swing out filter holder, all at £66.00. This outfit will convert
either the Olympus Ki or HSC to x40 phase.

Prior are now marketing a simple ‘short arm? version of the
well—known ?Stereomaster! stereomicroscope. This is known as the
‘Stereomaster 250’ (under the new act should this be ‘Stereoperson’?)
and sells at £53.00. Also available is a newly developed transmitted
light base for the ‘Stereomaster’ at £6.20.

Taylor Halliday Developments have launched a compact filmstrip—
slide projector known as the ‘Halight’. This comes in 300 and 150 W
versions at £41.00 and 139.50 respectively. The filmstrip carrier
costs £4.50 and the slide attachement £3.75. Also available is a
microfiche/microscope attachement which will project microfilm or
microscopic material (including living organisms). This last attach
ment costs £18.90. Because of a strong back draught through the
instrument, living material can be observed for up to hours.

Pyser are now selling a long—arm version of the Swift M2OE
stereomicroscope. This has a heavy cast base with a transformer
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for a low voltage illuminator and a knuckle joint for ad adjust

ment. The instrument costs £H900 with a xl or x2 objective. The

additional objective costs £6.00.

The Philip Harris ‘diitiiner’, P10253, is intced to replace

stopclocks and the timing facility of scaler/timers. It has a

three digit 7—segment display read—out which is large enough to

be read by a group of pupils gathered round the demonstration heneh

Counting can be xl, xO•1, or x001 s, and the timer uses mains

frequency as its timing standards Terminals arc provided for mech

anically starting arid stopuing the count, and theso are eLso used

for single photo-diode timing by interruption of a light heam A

section labelled triggered timing is for use witb two photo—diodes,

and there are two pairs of terminals giving 2.2 V a.c. to operate

lamps. One p1easinr feature is the operating instructi ens printed

on the back of the i;strument The digitirner costs £/.A.

A number of schoo’s have cnquired recently about the suaply of

Oxoid materials Oxoid have ceased supplying schnols directly and

have appointed Astell Laboratory Services as educational agents,

Astell charge Oxoid list prices but have a handling charge of £1.50 on

all orders under £25. Oxoid materials are also available from the

Scottish firm of Mackay and Inn, This firm sells at prices about 10%

above the Oxoid list prices, w}doh is to cover a handling charge

made by Oxoid which Mackay and Lynn then spread out over all the items.

Therefore anyone wanting less than £15 worth of Oxoid items should be

in pocket ordering from Mackay and Lynn.

The Scottish Scientific Instrument Centre have again extended

their range of products by becoming agents for SRI (Scientific

and Research Instruments). SRI make a large range of physiological

apparatus including spirornetors, stethographs and isamboars etc.

The Microscope Sales arid Servicing Company of Glasgow are

now offering a microscope maintenance service to schools All

the usual school instruments can be dealt with and servicing can

be done on an individual or contract basis. The servicing charge

is usually between £4 to £5 per hour depending on the number of

instruments and the amount of travelling time involved

One solution to the difficult problem of fume extraction

vs visibility in demonstration experiments may have been solved

by the introduction of por-bable fume hoods. These have a fan which

draws the contaminants through a molecular seive, so that no vent

ilation system is necessary. Although only recently introduced to

this country they have been used industrially on the continent for

over 5 years, where the life of the molecular seive is between 18

months and 2 years. In school, their expected life is up to 5 years.

The Erlab 2004C has internal dimensions 730 x /481 x 398 mm, length x

depth x height and costs £290. A larger version, Erlab 2005Cr)

measures 781 x 57/4 x 720 mm internally, is fitted with fluorescent

lighting and costs £505. The replacement filter for both those

models costs £69. Both models are portable, although only in the

sense that they easily separate into three parts, top, filter and base,

each of which can be carried or wheeled on a trolley. But being free
of any ducting they can be placed on any laboratory bench, and pupils

will have as good a view of the experiment as the demonstrator. Erlab

fume hoods are marketed in this country by gatd,
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In The Workshop
This dispenser not only allows liquids to be dispensed into test

tubes, flasks or beakers without spillage, but will deliver the

selected volume accurate to within 0.1 ml. When one hears teachers

discussing the difficulties which pupils experience in attempting

to pour from a reagent bottle, and when we have already published

constructional details for, two other types of dispenser (Bulletins

29 and 73), it is disappointing to see in the newest worksheets

diagrams of tilting reagent bottles. Perhaps this is a psycho

motor skJL which it is thought good. that the whole populace, and

not merely intending bar—persons, should require.

rp c ispenser is based on the syringe valve type GK SVC by

Gordon Keeble costing £17 and the sketch below should be largely

self—exrlanatory. Any size of syringe with a Luer fitting will con

nect directly to the rirtht hand opening on the valve. However, the

stnrjciard rubber stopper has holes which are too wide for connection

between the valve and reagent bottle, and a solid stopper must be

selected and a smaller hole bored outs A useful tip when taking out

th..s hole is to heat the shaft of the cork—borer immediately above

the stopper by playing a bunsen flame on it. This prevents the

rubber from twisting and gives a clean hole. A short length of

rubber tubing should be joined to the delivery end of the syringe so

that containers may be filled when resting on the bench. Pupils will

need both hands to operate the syringe, which means that containers

should be free—standing when being filled, and a rack for test tubes

should be kept alongside the dispenser for this purpose.
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